
Hi!My name is Sarah and I’m 15.

I am in the second year of high school specialized in 
modern languages.

I was born in Naples but I have lived in Imola since I was 
8.

It was really a big change because Naples is a very noisy 
and busy city and Imola is a quiet and relaxing town.

I am very sensitive and shy and it was hard to make

Friends at the beginning.

…And now LET’S TALk 

AbouT uS…….



My family

I live with my mother,my father and my sister.

My mother is 44 years old and she’s an 
employee.

My father is 47 years old and he’s a worker.

My sister is 12 years old and we don’t get 
along.

She’s so annoying!



She is sensitive,cheerful, funny and very hardheaded like me.

We get along!

AlessiaMe

Alessia, is my best friend, we share joy and pain and even if 
sometimes she makes me angry, she is always my best friend. 



My hobbies
In my leisure time I like going out with my friends. I have fun with them!

I also love to dance and listen to music.

My favourite sport is dancing. I have been dancing for 2 years and now I train 

twice a week. My favourite style is hip hop.

My group is «Black sheep crew».

I hope to become a great dancer and

I hope  this passion will become 

my job.

The symbol of my group



And this is another SARA

I'm Sara Pelliconi and I'm 

15, my birthday is on 16th

February.

I've got blond hair and 

green/hazel eyes and I'm 

short.

I live in Imola. Me and my family moved here in 

2004, before that I lived in a very small town in 

the hills. I live with my parents and my sister.

Since I moved to Imola till the age of nine, I did 

swimming courses, then I started to play football 

and do karate.



Now I still do karate and even if I still love playing 

football, I left my team last year.

In my free time I love to read a lot of books and 

listen every kind of music (my favourite song is “21 

guns” and my favourite book is “ the book thief”). I 

also enjoy going to the cinema and going out with 

my friends.

With my friends I'm always happy and quite noisy 

because I speak out loud and quickly and I 

gesticulate a lot.

In public places I am always quiet because I don't 

like to stay in the spotlight and I am a reserved 

person.



And this Maria Rosaria
I’m Maria Rosaria, I was born the 22th December and I’m fourteen years old and I’m attending the

second year of the language course at:”Alessandro Da Imola”.

I live in Imola but my parents come from Napoli. I don’t practise any kind of sport , I'm lazy , but in my

free time I like going out with friends , listening to music and watching TV. I hate to read and draw.

My favourite food is: ice cream, pizza, pasta and chicken, but top of

anything, I love eating Profiteroles, I’ve been eating it since I was child

I’m thin and tall, my eyes are brown, I have long brown and wavy hair.

I’m sociable I like to make new friends, meet new people but at the same

time, I’m very reluctant: I tell my secrets to my very close friends (two –

three people). I’m very stubborn, and often this becomes a problem.

I’m also very determined , if I want to achieve a goal I work for it and I do

not care how hard I have to work ; I'm not affectionate, even with my

mother(I hugs her rarely) the same thing with my friends: I mostly like to

tap rather than hug them , but that doesn’tmean I don’t love them.



I’m not sensitive as well, I hardly cry except in
really serious situations.

I’m very impulsive, probably I should think a
little bit more about what I’m going to do, but
with time, I'm getting better and I think more
before acting. Finally, I’m very straight, I
always say what I think and this is sometimes
a problem because it's not always wise to say
certain things. Anyway better straight than
gossiping.

I don’t really like theme parks , but I really like
the theme park called " Italy in Miniature" I
think it's a very unique park, which is
different from the others and it is also a good
opportunity to see the most famous Italian
monuments in miniatures, obviously.



And ThiS ……. YLEniA

If you want to know more about it look up at

https://prezi.com/_qw8pq36agk2/ylenia-loreti/


